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The terms
”
multicaloric effect“ and

”
multicaloric“ are relatively new concepts and combine the phenomena and

materials associated with the coexistence of conventional caloric effects under the action of external forces of

various nature (magnetic field, electric field, mechanical action). Nowadays, caloric materials remain in the focus

of attention of researchers, and approaches based on the use of the multicaloric effect are considered as one of the

ways to improve the efficiency of conventional solid-state cooling systems. Of particular interest from a fundamental

point of view are the cross effects observed under the combined external stimulus, as well as the nature of the

relationship between magnetic, electrical, thermophysical properties and structure under such actions.

In this review, the theoretical foundations of the multicaloric effect are considered and an attempt is made

to systematize multicaloric materials. Applied aspects of multicalorics are considered separately, and various

experimental approaches to the study of their properties are presented. The presented review will be of interest to

a wide range of specialists involved in the study of materials with caloric effects (magnetocaloric, electrocaloric,

mechanocaloric), as well as those who are searching for new functional materials.
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multiferroics, multicalorics, magnetoelectric composites.
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1. Introduction

At present one of the topical problems of the cooling

technology is the development and study of new alternative

∗ Report at XXI All-Russian School-Seminar on Problems of Con-

densed Matter Physics (SPCMP-21), Yekaterinburg, March 18−25, 2021

systems with an increased energy efficiency and ecological

safety. The growing ecological problems (carbon dioxide

emission, global warming, destruction of the ozone layer

etc.) require immediate solving and make topical the search

for new materials — coolants for
”
green“ energy.

In recent years there is a growing interest to the

search and study of materials where various giant caloric

effects (CE) are observed, due to the possibility of

their practical use in alternative, energy-efficient and en-

vironmentally friendly cooling systems based on solid-

state compounds [1,2] (Fig. 1). Magnetocaloric (MCE),

electrocaloric (ECE), mechanocaloric (MechCE) (partic-

ular cases, barocaloric (BCE) and elastocaloric (ElCE))

effects are known; their origin is conditioned by changes

of temperature (entropy) at a change in the values of

the corresponding external magnetic, electric or elastic

fields [3–5]. One of the modern areas, actively studied

in recent years in the condensed matter physics, is the

approach based on the use of paired CEs. The approach

to study of materials–thermodynamic properties, based on

observation of at least two of the known CEs, has a uniting
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Figure 1. Number of publications, by keywords,
”
magne-

tocaloric“,
”
electrocaloric“,

”
barocaloric“,

”
elastocaloric“,

”
mul-

ticaloric“, obtained from search requests in the international Web

of Science database.

term
”
multicaloric“ and is considered as a promising basis

for improving the efficiency of energy systems based on

single calorific effects [6–8].
The present review considers the modern aspects of mul-

ticaloric materials: from theoretical foundations to practical

applications. Special attention is paid to their systemization,

both according to the nature of external impacts and

according to methods of making. We performed a detailed

analysis both of natural multicaloric materials — single-

phase systems demonstrating paired caloric effects under

external forces of a different nature, and composites —
artificially created systems consisting of a magnetic phase

and a ferroelectric phase. Composite multicalorics of

different cohesion degrees are considered and prospects of

their application for specific practical tasks are described.

The described approaches will help predicting and making

new structures with high values of multicaloric effects for

applications in energy-efficient technologies, straintronics

and other promising technical fields.

2. Multicaloric effect: definition
and thermodynamic relationships

The multicaloric effect (MultiCE) is a phenomenon which

consisting in a reversible change of substance tempera-

ture (entropy) under the action of two or more external

fields (magnetic, electric, mechanical stress) in adiabatic

(isothermal) conditions (Fig. 2). Materials that demonstrate

multicaloric effects are called multicalorics.

Among the first to discuss the possibility of multicaloric

effect were A.M. Tishin and Yu.I Spichkin in whose

monograph it was considered as a sum of the mag-

netocaloric and elastocaloric effects under simultaneous

application of magnetic field and pressure [3]. Then an

idea of giant caloric effects in the region of a first-order

phase transition was put forth in 2010 by L. Mañosa

and coauthors who found a giant barocaloric effect in the

magnetocaloric Heusler alloy Ni−Mn−In [9]. This group

later described the multicaloric effect thermodynamics

and experimentally studied the multicaloric effect by the

example of the intermetallic Fe−Rh alloy [10,11]. The

term
”
multicaloric effect“ was used by M.M. Vopson when

describing caloric effects in multiferroics [12], which was

subsequently considered and studied in detail by Russian

authors [13,14]. It is generally known that multiferroics

include materials which demonstrate the coexistence of

at least two of the known ferro-ordering kinds (magnetic,

ferroelectric, mechanical) [15–17]. This gives grounds to

consider multiferroics as potential candidates for observation

of multicaloric effects. Theoretic and experimental papers

of recent years show the feasibility of this idea and confirm

the conjectures of possible observation of several CEs in

multiferroics [13,14,18,19].
It is known that the main parameters which characterize

caloric effects are the isothermal entropy change 1S and adi-

abatic temperature change 1TAD, which can be represented

by general formulas

1S =

Yi
∫

0

(

∂Xi

∂T

)

Yi

dYi, (1)

1TAD = −

Yi
∫

0

T
CY

(

∂Xi

∂T

)

Yi

dYi, (2)

where Yi — the corresponding external field (E , µ0H , σ

or p), Xi — order parameter associated with the corre-

sponding external impact (polarization P , magnetization M,

linear or volume deformation ε), CYi — heat capacity in the

corresponding field Yi .

Each subsystem (magnetic, electric and mechanical) is

characterized by a certain kind of the caloric effect with the
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Figure 2. Schematic image of the multicaloric effect.
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Interrelation of external field (Yi) and order parameter (Xi) with caloric effect for each subsystem type

� Subsystem Yi Xi Caloric effect

1 Magnetic Magnetic field (µ0H) Magnetization (M) Magnetocaloric effect (MCE)

2 Electric Electric field (E) Polarization (P) Electrocaloric effect (ECE)

3 Mechanical Mechanical action (σ or p) Deformation (ε) Mechanocaloric effect (MechCE)
Isostatic compression Barocaloric (BCE)
Uniaxial compression Elastocaloric (ElCE)

corresponding external field and order parameter (table).
In this case caloric effects are single, while multicaloric

effects are observed if two or more external fields are

applied.

Let us consider the multicaloric effect in an isotropic

system under the action of two external fields Y1 and Y2

based on the thermodynamic theory of caloric effects for

multiferroics presented in [10]. The total entropy change

caused by application of both external fields Y1 and Y2 in

isothermal conditions can be written as follows:

1S[T, (0, 0) → (Y1,Y2)] = 1S[T, (0, 0) → (Y1, 0)]

+ 1S[T, (Y1, 0) → (Y1,Y2)], (3)

where the first term of equality (3) is the isothermal entropy

change for the caloric effect, associated with the order

parameter X1.

1S[T, (0, 0) → (Y1, 0)] =

Y1
∫

0

(

∂X1

∂T

)

Y1,Y2=0

dY1. (4)

The second term of relationship (3) can be presented as

1S[T, (Y1, 0) → (Y1,Y2)] = 1S[T, (0, 0) → (0,Y2)]

+

Y1
∫

0

∂

∂Y ′

1

[

1S[T, (Y ′

1 , 0) → (Y ′

1 ,Y2)]
]

dY ′

1

=

Y2
∫

0

(

∂X2

∂T

)

Y2,Y1=0

dY2
2 +

Y1
∫

0

∂

∂Y ′

1

[ Y2
∫

0

(

∂X2

∂T

)

Y ′

1
,Y2=0

dY2

]

dY ′

1

=

Y2
∫

0

(

∂X2

∂T

)

Y1,Y2=0

dY 2
2 +

Y1
∫

0

Y2
∫

0

∂X12

∂T
dY1dY2. (5)

Thus, equality (3) taking into account expression (5) can

be presented as

1S[T, (0, 0) → (Y1,Y2)] = 1S[T, (0, 0) → (Y1, 0)]

+ 1S[T, (0, 0) → (0,Y2)] +

Y1
∫

0

Y2
∫

0

∂χ12

∂T
dY1dY2. (6)

As seen from expression (6), entropy change due to

the action of two external fields Y1 and Y2 is not a

sum of the contributions of order parameters X1 and

X2 corresponding to these fields, depends on interaction

between each of the subsystems and is determined by the

third term of equation (6). The contribution associated with

the interaction of these subsystems depends on quantity
∂χ12
∂T , where χ12 is cross-susceptibility, which characterizes

the degree of interrelation of order parameters. If Y1 and

Y2 are a magnetic and an electric field, coefficient χ12 is

called magnetoelectric (ME) susceptibility and characterizes

the degree of electric polarization change under magnetic

field application. It follows from expression (6) that the

maximum contribution by the third term occurs when

quantity
∂χ12
∂T takes on the maximum value. It means that

the greatest contribution from cross effects will be observed

in the region of phase transition temperature. It should

be noted that, on the whole, expressions similar to those

for isothermal entropy changes can be also easily obtained

for the adiabatic temperature change. Thus, multiCE is

not a sum of single caloric effects, but is associated with

interaction between the magnetic, electrical subsystems

and the material structure, which makes the corresponding

contribution to the total effect.

At present there is generally accepted classification of

multicalorics. We have tried to systematize multicaloric

materials according to the bases, used for multiferroics, due

to the affinity of these materials. Thus, materials where

multicaloric effects can be observed are subdivided into

−

”
natural“ multicalorics — single-phase compounds the

nature of whose caloric and multicaloric effects is associated

with magnetic, electric ordering and their interrelation with

the structure, as well as with ME interaction;

−

”
artificial“ multicalorics — composite structures of

different cohesion type, in which caloric and multicaloric

effects are a product of the properties of each component,

as well as a result of their phase interaction.

Fig. 3. schematically shows the possible approaches

for observation of multicaloric effects by the example of

”
natural“ and

”
artificial“ multicalorics. It can be seen

that multicaloric effects can be observed using both the

approach involving the direct application of external fields

to a
”
natural“ multicaloric (Fig. 3, a) [20], and using

the
”
composite“ method (Fig. 3, b) by the making of

magnetoelectric composites for control of phase transition

temperature and hysteresis of the composite’s magnetic

component, through mechanical action of the piezoelectric

component by supplying electric voltage to it [21,22].

Physics of the Solid State, 2022, Vol. 64, No. 4
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Figure 3. Schematic examples of experimental observation of

the multicaloric effect in single-phase (a) and composite (b)
multicalorics.

3. Multicaloric effects in natural
multiferroics

3.1. Oxide ferroics

The main group of oxide ferroics pertains to multifer-

roics where caloric effects can be observed due to the

coexistence of magnetic and electric ordering. Caloric

effects in oxide ferroics have been poorly studied ex-

perimentally, while magnitudes of observed effects are

low for possible practical applications. The experimen-

tal works in search for oxide ferroics with combined

magnetocaloric and electrocaloric effects failed to achieve

significant progress. Such compounds chiefly demonstrate

a weak ME-effect, while caloric and multicaloric effect

are observed mainly in the low temperature region, which

complicates their practical application. Thus, for instance,

magnetocaloric effect (∼ 0.26K in the magnetic field of

7 T at 5K) and electrocaloric effect (∼ 0.25K in the

electric field of 60 kV/cm at 180K) were experimentally

found in a polycrystalline sample based on lead ferroniobate

0.8Pb(Fe1/2Nb1/2)O3−0.2Pb(Mg1/2W1/2)O3 [23].
MCE is the most well-studied one in multiferroics.

Examples of papers dedicated to the study of MCE in

multiferroics include the studies of orthorhombic frus-

trated systems of RMnO3 (R = Yb, Gd, Tb and Dy)
and RMn2O5 [24], hexagonal manganites on the basis of

YbMnO3 [25], double perovskites La2MnNiO6 [26] and

spinels MnCr2O4 [27]. However, these materials have

a complex crystalline structure, hindering their synthesis

and interpretation of experimental data. Their making is

expensive, while the observed MCE maxima are localized

at low temperatures, which prevents from considering such

substances as materials used for solid-state cooling in the

region of room temperatures.

The possible materials for CE implementation are multi-

ferroics that combine spin-charge ordered structures, which

may include the most well-studied compounds based on

bismuth ferrite RxBi1−xFeO3 (RBFO), obtained upon partial

substitution of bismuth cations in BiFeO3 (BFO) with iso-

valent cations of rare earth elements R = La−Lu [19,28,29].
Such compounds crystallize into perovskite-like structures,

are relatively simple to make, have a low electrical conduc-

tivity and high temperatures of magnetic and ferroelectric

ordering. Direct measurements of CE in RBFO entails cer-

tain difficulties related both to high transition temperatures

and to small absolute magnitudes of effects, experimental

research capabilities for which are limited by sensitivity of

measuring units in the high temperature region.

Another problem related to the obtaining of stable

compounds is the complicated accounting of the impact

of impurity iron-containing phases on the physical proper-

ties; the concentration and composition of such phases

may vary even during measurements at high tempera-

tures, often causing both enhancement and irreversible

degradation of magnetic and dielectric properties. There

is relatively little available information on estimation of

CE in compounds synthesized on the basis of bismuth

ferrite [19,30–32]. For instance, according to the results

in [31], the maximum of magnetic entropy change in BiFeO3

reaches the magnitude 1Smax = 8.4 J/kg ·K (H = 8T) at

T = 18K, while the observed ECE in a solid solu-
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tion of 0.85(0.94Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3−0.06BaTiO3)−0.15BiFeO3

was 1Tmax = −0.25K (E = 60 kV/cm) in the region of

T = 400K [32]. It is seen that great changes of magnetic

entropy in BiFeO3 are observed at low temperatures, while

the value of 1Smax = 1.9 J/kg ·K, obtained at 223K, is

considerably smaller than 1Smax = 9 J/kg ·K, achieved at

300K in the conventional caloric materials. A giant

enhancement of the calorific effect due to cross ME inter-

actions in the SrMnO3 multiferroic was predicted in [33].
A strong magnetoelectric coupling in the region of the

phase transition temperature leads to cross caloric effects

associated with the magnetic subsystem’s contribution to

ECE, which eventually increases the total caloric effect by

approximately 60% (Fig. 4).

3.2. Fe−Rh alloys

Fe−Rh alloys are
”
natural“ multicalorics and demonstrate

significant values of caloric effects as compared to oxide

ferroics. Fe1−xRhx (Fe−Rh) alloys with concentration x
close to the equiatomic one have a B2 crystalline struc-

ture with a body-centered cubic lattice BCC (type CsCl)
and demonstrate a metamagnetic transition from the low-

temperature AFM-phase to the high-temperature FM-phase,

under which the crystal lattice isotropically expands by

1V/V ∼ 1% without changing its type [34]. The family

of Fe−Rh alloys is the most convenient model object

for studying the caloric and multicaloric effects, thanks

to their simple crystalline structure, phase transition tem-

peratures close to room temperatures and high values of

the detected magnetocaloric [35,36], barocaloric [37] and

elastocaloric effects [38]. Application of an external

magnetic field shifts the magnetic phase transition towards

low temperatures, while hydrostatic pressure exerts the

reverse effect [11,37,39]. The authors of [38] studied a

reverse elastocaloric effect for the Fe49Rh51 alloy by the

direct method, and the adiabatic temperature change was

1T = −5.17K under uniaxial tension with the mechanical

load of 529MPa. It should be noted than uniaxial tension

exerts the same effect on the transition as the magnetic field,

shifting the magnetic transition towards low temperatures.

Thus, Fe−Rh alloys demonstrate the reverse magnetocaloric

and elastocaloric, as well as the direct barocaloric effects.

The multicaloric approach, based on a combination of

magnetocaloric and barocaloric effects using an external

magnetic field and hydrostatic pressure was experimentally

applied in the papers of Prof. Manosa’s team for the

Fe49Rh51 alloy [11,37]. Paper [11] presents the experimental

results of the studies of magnetic phase transition, caloric

and multicaloric effects obtained via measurements of

temperature dependences of magnetization under external

magnetic field H and hydrostatic pressure p. Fig. 5 shows

that a simultaneous action of magnetic field and pressure

causes a competing effect — such behavior agrees with the

scenario according to which H stabilizes the FM-phase with

a high magnetization, while p stabilizes the AFM-phase

with a small volume.

The experimental data on M(T, H, p) using the thermo-

dynamic relationships for the multicaloric effect was used to

calculate the values for an isothermal entropy change under

single and paired actions of magnetic field and hydrostatic

pressure (Fig. 6).

A combination of the magnitudes of applied magnetic

fields and hydrostatic compression has demonstrated the
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Figure 7. Isothermal entropy change as a function of magnetic field and mechanical load at different temperature values for the

Ni−Mn−In alloy (a−d) [40].

possibility to control the transition temperatures and its

width, as well as the possibility to change the sign 1S from

the direct to the reverse one.

3.3. Materials with structural phase transitions

The concept of using combinations of two or more

external fields in natural multicalorics requires a search for

materials with phase transitions sensitive to such actions.

Such objects include materials with a magnetostructural

first-order phase transition which demonstrate single mag-

netocaloric and mechanocaloric effects under application of

external magnetic field and mechanical action respectively.

The most widespread class of such materials includes

Heusler alloys (Ni−Mn−Ga, Ni−Mn−In), where the

magnetocaloric and mechanocaloric effects are observed, a

martensite phase transition at which results in a change of

cell magnetization and cell [40–42].
An integrated research of the multicaloric effect in the

Ni−Mn−In Heusler alloy was conducted using a spe-

cially developed calorimeter for determining the isothermal

entropy and adiabatic temperature changes caused by a

combined action of magnetic field and uniaxial compression.

These results make it possible to conclude that a combined

action of several external fields allows for observing caloric

effects that exceeding the values in the case of single

fields (Fig. 7). Other promising
”
natural“ multicalorics with

I order phase transitions are alloys based on La−Fe−Si with

a
”
giant“ MCE. Thus, for instance, an alloy of hydrogenated

La−Fe−Si with
”
giant“ values of BCE and MCE was

suggested for the multicaloric cooling concept [43]. The

multicaloric approach can be also implemented using ferro-

electric materials with a
”
giant“ ECE in the region of a struc-

tural phase transition. The calorimetry methods were used

to study a conventional electrocaloric material — barium

titanate BaTiO3 under the hydrostatic pressure action [44].
A reverse BCE, the magnitude of which is comparable to

the ECE values observed in this material, was found in

the region of structural phase transitions at ∼ 400K (cubic–
tetragonal) and ∼ 280K (tetragonal–orthorhombic). Sign

difference occur due to a decrease of unit cell volume when

heated through the transitions, while magnitude differences

Physics of the Solid State, 2022, Vol. 64, No. 4
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occur due to a large volumetric thermal expansion from

both transition sides. ECE enhancement was found in a

ferroelectric crystal of Pb(Mn1/3Nb2/3)O3−32PbTiO3 under

uniaxial compression. It was found that enhancement

of ECE 1TECE = 0.62K can be achieved under uniaxial

compression by 28MPa, while single ECE at no load was

approximately 1TECE = 0.27K [45].
The main requirements for search of promising

”
natural“

multicalorics are high values of caloric effects in the region

of room temperatures. If a magnetic field and mechanical

stress are used as an external action on the system, the

required parameters differ from those for conventional mag-

netocaloric materials. Nevertheless, the basic requirements

remain the same:

− a first-order phase transition in the region of room

temperatures with an abrupt change of magnetization in a

narrow temperature range;

− a high sensitivity of transition temperature to magnetic

field for control of hysteresis effects.

The additional important requirements from the viewpoint

of practical applications include good thermal conductivity,

a simple process cycle of making and availability of initial

elements. However, an important critical parameter in

the case of multicalorics using a combined action of

magnetic field and mechanical stress is the hysteresis

width of the magnetic phase transitions. As distinct from

the conventional magnetocaloric approach, hysteresis width

shall be such that after magnetic field withdrawal the

sample remains inside the hysteresis region for subsequent

mechanical action. Then phase transition temperature is

controlled by application (withdrawal) of mechanical load,

consequently, the parameter dT/d p, which characterizes

system sensitivity to mechanical actions shall be sufficiently

large. The technical parameter in this case is stability

of material properties under cyclic external actions. Me-

chanical microdefects caused by a multiple impact both of

pressure and in case of lattice volume change due to a

phase transition, eventually lead to a deterioration of the

mechanical properties and degradation of caloric effects,

which must be taken into account when searching for new

multicaloric materials. One of the main disadvantages of

the multicaloric approach using mechanical pressure is heat

losses leading to a disruption of the system adiabaticity

conditions. Since mechanical pressure, as distinct from

magnetic field, cannot be applied to a sample without

a contact, thermal conductivity of the contact material,

through which pressure is applied, must be low.

4. Multicaloric effects in composite
multiferroics

Composite multicalorics are artificial ME-compounds

consisting of the corresponding magnetic and ferroelectric

components. Since multicalorics can be classified as

multiferroics, they can be described using the classification

applied for ME-composites depending on cohesion type

of their components [46]. It is known that the nature

of magnetoelectric interaction in composite multiferroics

is associated with interaction between the magnetic and

ferroelectric components, while the ME-effect is absent in

a separate component, which must be considered when

dealing with caloric and multicaloric effects in ferroics of

different nature. The possibilities to use composite tech-

nologies to design materials with multicaloric effects were

discussed in [47], where the ME-interaction was considered

as a way to control the caloric effects and enhance the

total caloric effect. Based on the analysis of the available

literature on this topic, two basic methodological approaches

to design of promising materials with multicaloric effects

can be distinguished:

− multicalorics with paired caloric effects;

− multicalorics with pronounced ME-interaction.

Multicalorics with paired caloric effects can include

composites consisting of components having high values of

caloric effects in each component of the studied object. To

implement this approach, the components must be chosen

so that their phase transition temperatures are close to each

other. Thus, for instance, when considering a multicaloric

composite consisting of magnetic and ferroelectric phases,

the initial components must be materials with high MCE

and ECE values with close temperatures of magnetic and

ferroelectric phase transitions, in the region of which the

maxima of caloric effects are observed. Unfortunately,

this approach is not widely used in experimental studied

of multiCE due to the difficulties related to experimental

setup under simultaneous application of external fields, as

well as the problem of search for composite components

having close temperatures of magnetic and ferroelectric

phase transitions. Thereat, the ratio of the magnetic

and ferroelectric components of the composite, as well

as the change rate of applied magnetic and electric field

shall be selected with account of thermophysical properties

(heat capacity, thermal conductivity) of each component

for eventual observation of the synergistic effect. In this

case, a contribution from ME-interaction is not considered

as the main mechanism for enhancement of the total caloric

effect, while the use of two or more external fields is

considered as a way to increase energy efficiency and reduce

expenses. A variant of this principle can be the use of the

multicaloric approach as a way to optimize the
”
classical“

technology of magnetocaloric cooling, by increasing the

value of adiabatic temperature change by a unit of magnetic

field intensity due to the contribution from ECE. An increase

of magnetic component concentration leads to an increase

of composite conductivity and leak currents, which may

eventually cause a breakdown during ECE measurements.

Paper [48] deals with the making and study of a multicaloric

composite obtained by pressing and subsequent sintering of

a mixture of magnetocaloric material powders — manganite

La0.85Ag0.15MnO3 and a solid 0.67PNN−0.33PT solution

having similar temperatures of magnetic and ferroelectric

phase transitions. It was found that the ferroelectric

0.67PNN−0.33PT phase affects the magnetocaloric prop-

erties of manganite La0.85Ag0.15MnO3 as a result of me-

chanical pressure generated by the composite’s ferroelectric
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component during a phase transition. Mixed multicaloric

composites made by sintering of magnetic and ferroelectric

powders with high values of caloric effects were studied

in [14,49,50]. The mentioned papers studied single caloric

(MCE and ECE), as well as the phases — mutual action on

the corresponding kind of the caloric effect. As noted above,

due to the experiment complexity and possible sample

breakdown, measurements with simultaneous application of

magnetic and electric fields were not carried out.

The second methodological approach to the making of

composite multicalorics includes materials with high values

of the direct or reverse ME-effects. An external field in this

case is a mechanical action induced by an applied magnetic

or electric field. Thus, for instance, for a ME-composite the

magnetic component, when the magnetic field is activated,

mechanically acts (as a result of due to magnetostriction)
on the ferroelectric component and reduces polarization

in it (the direct piezoelectric effect), which in its turn

affects the electrocaloric properties of the composite’s

ferroelectric component. When an electric field is acti-

vated, the mechanical stress, induced in the ferroelectric

component, due to the reverse piezoelectric effect leads to

a change in the magnetization of the composite’s magnetic

component (the Villari effect). This eventually leads to a

change in magnetic entropy 1Smagn, one of the material’s

magnetocaloric parameters associated with magnetization

of a magnetic material. The above-mentioned phenomena

pertain to the direct and reverse ME-effects, are typical

for composite multiferroics and have broad prospects for

practical applications. Evidently, the final external action in

the described cases is a mechanical action, as in the case of

”
natural“ multicalorics. The difference is that the mechanical

impact in case of composite multicalorics is indirect and is

induced due to magnetostriction or a piezoelectric effect.

A review of papers on the study of caloric effects in

composite multiferroics shows that the most popular sample

types for design of new multicalorics with pronounced

ME-effects are layered composites [46,51]. Both
”
thick“

layered composites, obtained by gluing together of com-

ponents of magnetocaloric and piezoelectric materials, and

those obtained by deposition of magnetocaloric films onto

piezoelectric substrates by means different techniques are

used for these purposes. Papers [52–54] describe the studies
of magnetic, magnetocaloric and magnetoelectric properties

of two (three) layer multicaloric composites made by gluing

together plates of magnetocaloric and piezoelectric material

in different modes of electric field application.

The possibility to control MCE and temperature of

magnetic transition through an electric field, applied to a

piezoelectric composite layer was experimentally demon-

strated in the paper using direct measurements of adiabatic

temperature change [53].
The possibility to control magnetic properties of a

magnetocaloric material, via a mechanical stress induced

to an inverse piezoeffect by the example of
”
thick“

two-layer Fe−Rh/PZT and three-layer PZT/Fe−Rh/PZT

ME-components, made by gluing together, with comparable

values of layer thickness was demonstrated in [52]. Thus, for
instance, the application of a constant electric voltage to the

PZT layer leads to a decrease of the temperature hysteresis
width to 3K in the two-layer Fe−Rh/PZT composite under

application of the 25V electric voltage and to 4K in case

of the three-layer PZT/Fe−Rh/PZT composite at 50V. The

authors explain the observed shift by a mechanical action

of PZT piezoactive layers, which induces a deformation of

the magnetocaloric Fe−Rh layer, leading to a change of its

magnetic properties.

Another paper [54], where similar experiments were

conducted on two- (three-) layer composites (Fe−Rh/PZT

and PZT/Fe−Rh/PZT), demonstrated that the application of

an electric with the magnitude of 8 kV/cm to a piezoelectric

layer causes a relative degrease of magnetization of the

Fe−Rh magnetic layer by 3.6% for two-layer composites

(Fe−Rh/PZT) and by 5.4% for three-layer composites

(PZT/Fe−Rh/PZT). The relative change of magnetization

was estimated for the magnetization isotherms taken at
320K — in the region of the temperature of a metamagnetic

phase transition of the Fe−Rh layer, magnetic field value

being 0.5 T. The calculations performed using the COMSOL

Multiphysics software package using model parameters sim-

ilar to the experiment have shown a nonuniform distribution

of magnetization and mechanical stress across the magnetic

layer volume in the mode of activated magnetic and electric

field, while a comparison of the results of modeling on two-

and three-layer composite layers has shown a more uniform

distribution of mechanical stresses in case of a three-layer

composite.

One of the main problems in studying multicaloric effects

in glued together ME-composites is the loss of mechanical

stresses on the interface. In case of
”
thick“ composites with

comparable values of layer thicknesses, a mechanical action

induced by the piezoeffect is insufficient for controlling the
magnetic transition temperature and hysteresis effects in the

magnetocaloric layer. The resultant kind of deformation due

to the applied magnetic and electric fields for a two-layer

”
thick“ magnetoelectric composite is bending [55].
More encouraging, as compared to

”
thick“ composites,

results in control of the magnetic properties via an electric

field were obtained for composites having small thicknesses

of the magnetocaloric layer (band, film) [21,56–59]. This

approach was implemented on a ME-composite made by

gluing together a band of magnetocaloric Ni−Co−Mn−In

alloy 22mkm thick onto an oriented piezoelectric substrate

of PMN−PT crystal [57]. It was demonstrated that the

magnetic hysteresis can be reduced by 96% [21] for a film

ME-composite Fe−Rh/BaTiO3 with the Fe−Rh magnetic

layer thickness of 50 nm by combining a magnetic field and

a mechanical action (by supplying electric voltage to the
piezoelectric BaTiO3 substrate).

5. Applied aspects of multicaloric
materials

The main applied aspect of materials with high values

of caloric effects is the possibility of their use to create
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Figure 8. a) layout of an active magnetic regenerator for the conventional magnetic cooling system, b) layout of a multicaloric regenerator

with the possibility of combined application of a magnetic field and a mechanical load, c) schematic image of a multicaloric cooling cycle

with controlled temperature hysteresis.

alternative cooling systems and, therefore, the basic practical

goa of multiCE study is research into the possibilities

of its application to improve efficiency of the classical

solid-state cooling concepts based on single caloric effects.

However, the interesting effects and phenomena observed

in multicalorics allow for extending their practical potential

from sensorics to biomedicine.

The authors of [12] were among the first to consider

a concept of multicaloric cooling, interest to which later

became topical as an alternative approach for efficiency

improvement of solid-state cooling systems. The current

trends in experimental studies of multicaloric effects are as

follows:

− search, making and study of new multicaloric mate-

rials, including composites consisting of components with

initial high values of caloric effects, magnetostriction and

piezoelectric parameters in the region of room tempera-

tures;

− development and improvement of experimental proce-

dures for simultaneous application of constant and cyclic

external fields (magnetic, electric and mechanical) in
”
natu-

ral“ multicalorics.

As regards the development and improvement of experi-

mental procedures for the study of multicaloric materials,

different solutions have been suggested for measuring

MCE under the action of isotropic or uniaxial compres-

sion [40,60,61].
A multicaloric cooling cycle based on a combination of

applied magnetic field and mechanical load was suggested

in [20] (Fig. 8). The used approach minimizes the

temperature hysteresis and MCE degradation, which even-

tually makes it possible to increase magnetic regenerator

efficiency. Paper [60] suggested an experimental setup

for measuring the adiabatic temperature change under a

simultaneous action of a pulsed magnetic field up to 10 T

and uniaxial compression up to 80MPa (Fig. 9, a−b).
The possibility to control both the magnitude of adi-

abatic temperature change 1TAD , and hysteresis width

by combining magnitudes of applied magnetic field and

mechanical load has been demonstrated by the example of

the Ni−Mn−Ti−Co Heusler alloy (Fig. 9, c−d). Caloric and
multicaloric effects were measured by the direct method,

while the use of a pulsed magnet field will allow for

approximating.

An original test system for studying multicaloric effects

under a magnetic field and mechanical action was suggested

in [61]. The setup design allows for studying a change of

multicaloric material temperature under a simultaneous or

successive action of magnetic field up to 1 T and uniaxial

(isotropic) compression up to 500MPa.

The system for multicaloric material testing consisting

of the following parts: a permanent magnet of linear

movement, a load-carrying framework, an insert for pressure

generation 1, a thermally insulated chamber 2 and a control

and data acquisition system (Fig. 10, a−b). A magnetic

field was generated by a cylindrical permanent Halbach

magnet 6, with gap flux density of 1 T. The magnet

was moved linearly along the cylinder axis by means

of pneumatic drive that allow for sample entry (exit) to

the magnetic field maximum (minimum) within less than

0.1 s. Mechanical stress was generated using a uniaxial

servohydraulic mechanical testing machine, which makes it

possible to simulate the sample both statically and cyclically

with different load profile shapes. A special pressure insert

was made for triaxial compression experiments (Fig. 10, c).
The suggested test was used (with direct measurement of
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compression. Temperature dependences of adiabatic temperature change 1TAD in magnetic fields of 10 (a), 2 and 5 (b) T under uniaxial

compression [60].

the magnetocaloric, barocaloric and multicaloric effects by
the example of the Ni−Mn−In Heusler alloy) to show that a
multi-action, which combines different external fields, helps
achieve the specified result with a 75% decrease of the
used magnetic field as compared to a single MCE and
a 30% decrease of mechanical stress as compared to a
single MechCE. The demonstrated approach can be used for
upgrade of the prototypes of MCE-based solid-state cooling
systems, to achieve the required values of cooling efficiency,
but at a smaller magnetic field value. This will make the
solid-state cooler cheaper due to a smaller weight, and ,
consequently, a decreased cost of the permanent NdFeB
magnet.
An original concept based on a compact low-induction

magnetic system for solid-state cooling systems was sug-
gested in [62]. The studied material was a composite
consisting of terfenol TbxDy1−xFe2 (x ∼ 0.3, Terfenol-D),
material with a giant magnetostriction (up to 4000 ppm)
capable of generating forces up to 4000N and a shape
memory alloy with high ElCE values (1TAD ∼ 12.8K) [63].
The final effect in this case if ElCE, while mechanical
load is magnetically-induced and generated by terfenol
magnetostriction. High values of 1TAD ∼ 4K were obtained
using a low-power magnetic field source of 0.16 T, so that
the given system can be considered for compact solid-state
cooling systems (Fig. 11).
The reviews of studies of the applied aspects of mul-

ticaloric materials show that the most interesting and up-
to-date results were obtained for magnetic materials with

a I order phase transition sensitive not only to magnetic

field but also to mechanical action. The possibility to

control magnetic properties via mechanical interaction made

it possible to consider multicalorics as promising objects

for straintronics — a new area in physics and engineering

which uses control of solid bodies-properties by a controlled

elastic deformation as a promising area for electronics and

biomedicine [64,65].
The Fe−Rh alloy is the most appropriate one for these

purposes in terms of transition temperature and magnetic

transition parameters. Despite the observed record-breaking

values of caloric effects, the family of these alloys it

unsuitable for applications in the area of solid-state cooling

due to expensiveness. Nevertheless, they can be applied

in magnetic memory, magnetoelectronics, spintronics and

magnionics, where large alloy volumes are not required,

while geometry of thin films is quite compatible with

the planar technology requirements [64,66,67]. Below

is a review of some applications based on the unique

magnetic properties of the multicaloric Fe−Rh material.

It should be emphasized that the applications mentioned

below do not use caloric and multicaloric effects, but

are based on the peculiarities of their magnetic properties

(a sharp AFM−FM-transition, narrow hysteresis, transition

temperature in the region of room temperatures etc.).
A concept of an antiferromagnetic memristor based on

the Fe−Rh/MgO film is presented in [68]. The Fe−Rh/MgO

film an AFM−FM-transition in the region of 400K and,
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consequently, allows for setting different collective directions

for Fe moments using the applied magnetic field. After cool-

ing to the room temperature, an AFM-order is established

Multiferroic composite

Applying H DTad
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→H e
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Cu–Al–Mn,

→e DS

Figure 11. Layout of a compact device for multicaloric cooling

based on the elastocaloric effect arising in the Cu−Al−Mn

alloy due to mechanical interaction of the Terfenol-D magnetic

material with giant magnetostriction as a result of magnetic field

application [62].

with a moment direction predetermined by the applied

magnetic field in the high-temperature FM-state (Fig. 12, a).
An AFM-equivalent of anisotropic magnetoresistance is

used for electrical sensing.

A two-layer YIG/Fe−Rh structure (Fig. 12, b−d), con-

sisting of a layer of yttrium-iron garnet (YIG) and Fe−Rh

alloy as a functional element in planar magnon networks,

performing spatial-frequency demultiplexing and the spin-

wave mode filtration mode was suggested in [69,70]. This

structure was demonstrated to be capable of controlling the

propagation of spin-wave modes due to a sharp change in

Fe−Rh magnetization in the region of the temperature of a

magnetic phase transition close to room temperature. The

same group of authors also demonstrated the possibility to

control spin-wave transport via a inverse piezoeffect applied

for control of multicalorics–magnetic properties [71]. More-

over, a spin-wave signal can be controlled by a slight change

of temperature in the Fe−Rh plate caused by laser radiation.

Paper [72] suggested an element with an effect

of tunnel anisotropic magnetoresistance based on the
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α′-FeRh(30 nm)/MgO(2.7 nm)/γ-FeRh(10 nm) heterostruc-
ture deposited on a MgO(001) substrate (Fig. 13, a−b). The
obtained value of tunnel magnetoresistance in this structure
reaches 20% at room temperature.
As has been shown above, the prospects of practical

application of multicaloric materials are associated with
energy-efficient technologies for solid-state cooling and
solutions for micro (nano) electronics. However, the unique
properties of such materials are also considered as promising
objects for biomedical applications.
Relatively recently, multicaloric materials were sug-

gested [73,74] for biomedical purposes to solve various

tasks — from
”
conventional“ magnetic hyperthermia before

release of medicines. The main idea of the suggested
concept consists in the use of heat emitted or absorbed
as a result of caloric effects to control the properties
of promising thermally-sensitive polymers for biomedicine.
An analysis of the available literature on biomedical ap-
plications of caloric and multicaloric materials has shown
that the best magnetic materials for these purposes are
those with I order phase transitions, classified as

”
natural“

multicalorics. Thus, for instance, the authors of [75]
suggested a medicine release method by way of MCE
by making a composite of a thermally-sensitive polymer
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and a material with a giant reverse magnetocaloric effect.

The suggested thermally-sensitive polymer was poly-N-

isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAM), which at a temperature

close to the human body temperature (above 32◦C) goes

over from a swollen hydrated state to a
”
shrunken“state,

displacing about 90 percent of the contained liquid, which

potentially allows for its use for targeted transport of drugs

and their controlled release.

When the magnetic field is activated, the composite cools

down due to the reverse MCE and the thermally-sensitive

polymer goes over to a swollen (gel-like) state in which the

loaded medicine is released from the polymer. This effect is

achieved by selecting types of magnetocaloric material and

polymer, while magnitude of the anticipated useful effect

(medicine release) is controlled by the amplitude of the

applied magnetic field. The suggested method is based

on application of a low-frequency high-amplitude magnetic

field, is one of the promising non-invasive methods for

action on the medicine carrier and is safer as compared

to the method when a high-frequency alternating magnetic

field is applied. Operability of this idea in the in

situ mode was demonstrated in a magnetic field up to

8 T by the example of a smart composite consisting of

thermally-sensitive PNIPAM polymer and the conventional

magnetocaloric material Gd [76].
A special insert was assembled for this purpose, which

allows for real-time observation of the control of the

thermally-sensitive polymer composite’s properties via a

magnetic field. It should be noted than other caloric

effects can also be used to control the properties — ECe,

MechCE by choosing a material with a corresponding effect

magnitude and transition temperature as a second compo-

nent, but the advantage of MCE is that a magnetic field

allows for non-contact control of the polymer properties,

while the required temperature change is achieved by using

commercial medical magnetic resonance imaging units.

Materials with a giant MCE in the region of physiological

temperatures chiefly pertain to multicalorics with first-order

phase transitions (Fe−Rh, Ni−Mn−In, La−Fe−Si) and

demonstrate an abrupt direct or reverse magnetic structural

transition. This property can be used for automatically

controlled hyperthermia when high-frequency heating is

stopped (that is, the effect is switched off) above a certain

temperature (e.g., 40◦C) due to material’s transition to

a paramagnetic state. The function of activation can be

implemented similarly due to a reverse magnetic structural

transition.

The possibility to use multicaloric materials for MRI

diagnostics was demonstrated in [77,78]. Paper [77] for the
first time suggested using the Fe−Rh alloy as a promising

contrast agent for MRI with a function of
”
automatic switch-

off“ due to an abrupt magnetic transition from the antifer-

romagnetic state to the ferromagnetic one in the range of

physiological temperatures. The mechanism of
”
automatic

activation“ for MRI applications was demonstrated by the

example of a multicaloric La−Fe−Si alloy in powder form

with a direct magnetic transition. Transition temperature

in both cases (temperature of effect
”
on/off“) is regulated

by an external magnetic field.

The most promising ones from among the known mul-

ticaloric materials for biomedical applications are Fe−Rh

alloy-based compounds. This assumption is based on the

following facts:

− a record-breaking value of the magnetocaloric effect

(up to −4−6K/T) in magnetic fields which are already

used in medical practice (e.g., a magnetic resonance imaging

unit);
− phase transition temperature is in the region of physi-

ological temperatures (30−40◦C);
− temperature and parameters can be controlled by heat

treatment, chemically, by pressure, magnetic field; transition

sensitivity is approximately — 8−9K/T;

− lower toxicity [79].
The advantage of using multicaloric materials with a

pronounced MCE is the possibility to implement activation

of the effect of non-invasive medicine release, while imple-

mentation of the approach using ECE, ElCE or BCE can

be only invasive, which requires electrical wires or a direct

mechanical contact.

6. Conclusion

A review of the fundamental and applied aspects of mul-

ticaloric allows for making a conclusion on a great potential

of these materials. Materials initially considered as objects

for solid-state cooling, thanks due their unique properties,

are applied in different regions — from straintronics to

biomedicine. The most well-studied multicalorics at present

are magnetic materials with a 1 order phase transition.
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The contemporary aspects in the development of this area

include both the search for promising multicaloric materials

and the development of new experimental methods for their

study.
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